Increase safety with “extra” eyes under water!

The ideal underwatercamera
After years of research, testing and improvement we have developed a product that is perfectly suited to
complement and expand the current monitoring in swimming pools.
By placing special underwater cameras you get a clearer picture of sites that are difficult to observe for
supervisors.
Zwembadcamera.nl contributes to increasing the safety in your pool!

In its 10-year existence Zwembadcamera.nl has become a
leading installer of underwater cameras.
Surveillance under water? It is possible!
Zwembadcamera.nl offers several options to increase the
safety in your pool. In this folder you can read all about it.

“Zwembadcamera.nl contributes to
increasing the safety in your pool!”
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Why Zwembadcamera.nl?
•Proper supervision in swimming pools is essential.
•Special underwater cameras are placed at various
strategic locations in the pool.
•The images from the cameras are displayed on
monitors . These monitors can be mounted at any
desired location.
•The compact underwater camera shows bright
images of places which are difficult to observe in
the pool.
•The applications and installation possibilities are
practically unlimited!
•Your pool can stay open to the public during
installation because of our special underwater drill!

The camera

Display

Our specially designed swimming pool cameras feature a
waterproof stainless steel housing with a diameter of 55
mm . The cameras are available with lenses of different
opening angles.
This allows us to offer the right pool camera for every
application.
We have also developed a pool camera for outdoor pools
suitable for quick daylight changes.

The camera images can be displayed at the desired
location on a monitor, tablet and even on a cellphone.
The monitors and tablets , supplied by
Zwembadcamera.nl, are specially prepared for the
pool climate for a longer life span. The applications
and installation possibilities are almost unlimited!

Installation
The cameras can be placed at various strategic locations
in the basin. For existing pools we have developed a
special drilling system, which allows the cameras to be
placed under water. As a result, the pool does not have
to be empty during installation and, in most cases , can
stay open to the public . A hole is drilled in a tile of the
swimming pool. Then the camera is placed in a plastic
housing which has a diameter of only 82 mm . Due to this
housing , it is possible to place the ball-shaped camera in
any desired position. For the finishing touch we have
several types of cover rings . This ensures that the
camera joins the pool wall seamlessly.

Wondering how the drilling process works ?
Visit our website: www.zwembadcamera.nl
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There are plenty of options for displaying the images.
• Rotating images on one monitor
• Multiplexer ( multiple images ) on one monitor
• Multiplexer ( more pictures) on multiple monitors
• HD recorder on one monitor
• HD recorder on multiple monitors
• Recording or playback by means of a computer
linked to your network
• Display on a phone
• Display on a tablet

Drowning detection
Zwembadcamera.nl also offers the possibility to
expand the camera system with a drowning detection
system.
The system triggers an alarm when a motionless
object is detected on the bottom of the pool.

Applications

Many Dutch pools have gone before you !

Our cameras even display clear images when there are lots
of air bubbles. Therefore the cameras are ideal for placing in
the pool at the end of water slides, waterfalls and rapids.
You can watch a video of this application on
www.zwembadcamera.nl. The cameras can also be used in
"blind spots" created by pool decorations for example. The
underwater cameras are also a good solution for swimming
pools where supervision is not mandatory such as in hotel
pools. For pools where monitoring is not mandatory, an
underwater camera combined with a monitor in a central
location, can be the right solution to keep an eye on the
swimming guests. This way one can still monitor the pool in
a simple but effective way. The camera system is not
designed to replace supervisors but only to serve as an
extension of the supervisors. In this way, the pool is a lot
safer. You use additional "eyes" underwater!

Among others: Subtropical Caribabad in Gorinchem ,
Swimming paradise AquafunSportiom Den Bosch,
KNRM (Royal Dutch coastguards), Sportfondsenbad De
Lis, De Vosse, Center Parcs Zandvoort and many others.
References, videos , and many applications can be
found on our website.

Reliable, Affordable and Useful
The rules regarding safety in and around pools are
increasingly stringent . Mostly this is a drain on the budget
because it involves taking staff. This is at the expense of the
extras required for the pool to remain attractive to visitors.
The camera system Zwembadcamera.nl is a highly effective
and affordable solution to increase security. There are
plenty of options that can be used with Zwembadcamera.nl.
Indoor and outdoor pools , changing rooms , water slides,
saunas, rehabilitation pools, whirlpools, rapids, aquariums,
industrial greenhouses etc.
The possibilities are almost unlimited!

Zwembadcamera.nl
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T: 31 (0)183 724 911
F: 0183-510277
E: info@zwembadcamera.nl

Curious?
See for yourself and take a look through the eyes of
Zwembadcamera.nl or make an appointment for a free
demonstration today!

Features
• Clear image
• Reliable
• Recessed mounting
• Vandalism resistant
• Robust stainless steel housing
• Compact design

Visit www.zwembadcamera.nl for videos and examples
of the many applications and references.
Your situation not listed on the website?
Zwembadcamera.nl is happy to offer you a customized
solution!
Feel free to contact us if you have any questions!

www.zwembadcamera.nl

